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'Analytical Approach' proffered
and discussedin litigation may be
improvedby relying on discounted
cashflow analyes
I

n an age of nine-figure damages
awards, no attorney, accountant or
economist should be surprised to

observe the rapid evolution and additional complexity of theories relating
to damages in patent infringement litigation. Indeed, the law does not
specify how damages be determined,
only that the method used be adequate to compensate for the infringement. Generally, successful plaintiffs
are entitled to lost profits on sales it
would have made but for the
infringement, or a reasonable royalty
on infringing sales it would not have
made.
Recent patent damages cases
involving lost profits have addressed
exotic-sounding issues such as price
erosion, accelerated market re-entry
and spoiled market theory. These
efforts reflect the intellectual energy
being expended on damages issues in
effort to identify the various economic consequencesto the damaged party
from the infringement.
Attempts to arrive at reasonable
royalties adequate to compensate for
infringement
have not generally
attained comparable levels of quantitative sophistication. This may be due
in part to the challenge of attempting
to determining the parameters of a
royalty agreement which was never
actually reached. Georgia-PacificCorp.
v. United States Plywood Corp.' holds
that a reasonable royalty is one that
would have been agreed upon by
willing negotiators for the plaintiff
and defendant in a hypothetical negotiation prior to the onset of infringement.

In Georgia-Pacific.
15 factorswere
identified that appeared relevant to
the concerns of hypothetical negotia-

tors. In the quarter century following
that decision, many royalty experts
have treated the factors enumerated
in Georgia-Pacificas being necessary
and sufficient to determine a reasonable royalty in other matters, in spite
of remonstrations by the courts to
identify factors specific to the case at
hand, the technology at issue, and the
competitive relationship of the litigants.
A
subsequent
case,
TWM
Manufacturing Co. Inc. v. Dura Corp.
(1985) expanded upon Georgia-PacifiL
by providing a quantitative framework emphasizing information that
would have been available at the time
of the hypothetical negotiation.2 The
analytical approach, as applied currently, relies upon income statement
information and accounting measures
of profit to develop the basis for a reasonable royalty.
I suggest that the Analytical
/I

Approach" may be improved upon
by using the defendant's Discounted
Cash Flow (DCF) analyses developed
prior to infringement. DCF-based
measures provide greater insight than
accounting information concerning
the anticipated economic performance of the project (i.e. levels of
required investment, project life cycle,
and project risk and return).
Furthermore, DCF is not obscured by
arbitrary accounting norms that may
be unrelated to the investment decision and may contribute to differences in the opinions of royalty
experts, obstructing the settlement
process.

DEFINITION AND APPUCATION
OF THE TWO ANALYTICAL
APPROACHIN TWM v: DURA
Currently, the defendant'sown preinfringement projectionsand historical performanceare used to calculate
the amount the defendant may reasonablybe presumedto have taken a

00

license for during a hypothetical
negotiation. Subtracting the "standard industry net profit" (or the
defendant's"normal profit," depending on the circumstancesof the case)
and the defendant's overhead from
the gross profit anticipated from
infringement yields the excessprofit
or residual availablefor the payment
of a reasonableroyalty-The defendant
is thus left with its "normal profit,"
and the remaining "excessprofit," or
residual, is treated as a reasonable
royalty, which may then be adjusted
up or down to reflect the circumstancesof the case.
The ability to adjustthe residual for
nonaccounting factors is crucial to
provide the trier of fact with flexibility. Suchadjustmentsmay relateto the
businessjudgments of the hypothetical negotiatorsand the "heads-I-wintails-you-lose"doctrine,which essentially prohibits the infringer from
imposing a standard license agreement on an unwilling patent holder!
The adjustmentmechanismis intended to ensure that the fundamental
axiom of patent damageslaw is met:
the measureof damagesis adequate
to compensatefor the infringement.
The analytical approach was
applied using the following steps in
TWM v Dura:4

. Determine the existence of an
establishedroyalty rate or industry
practice.Whereneither exists,
. Determine the "critical period"
bound by the date of issuanceof the
patent and the date of first infringement,Sand
. Calculate the residual amount
prior to adjustment for nonaccountinS factors:
Anticipated grOII profit from
iI\&ingingdevice
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Less: Defendant's overhead
expenses.
Less: "industry standard net profit"

profit.
DCF approachesare widely understood both within and outside of
industry and academia.In contract,
"industry standardnet profit" and the
Equals: Residual, prior to adjustproper level of the defendant'soverment
head expenseswould be highly con. Adjust the residual amount for
testedbetweenlitigants. As such,the
nonaccountingfactorsthe negotiators existing method may contribute to
markedly different interpretations of
would have considered at the time,
including the "heads-l-win-tails-you- the pre-adjustmentresidual,and thus
lost" doctrine discussedin the case be less likely to contribute to the settlement process.
law.
. Divide the result by infringing
Further, DCF-based measures of
return may be of greaterinterestthan
salesto determinea reasonableroyalaccountingprofit to a potentiallicensty expressedas a percentage.
In TWM v Dura, the specialmaster ee.They arenot obscuredby periodicity, revenuerecognition,expenseallobasedDura's anticipated grossprofit
cation,or depreciationconsiderations,
from infringement of about 53%on a
memo prepared by "top manage- which, while necessaryfor the preparation of financial statements,may be
ment." Overhead expensesand the
irrelevant to the investmentdecision.
"industry standard net profit" rate
were subtractedto yield a reasonable In addition, the depreciationmethod
used for tax purposesmay havemateroyalty of 30%.6
On appeal, Dura argued that the rial consequencesfor project valuaspecialmastererred by failing to ana- tion. DCF-based measures also
account more fully for changesover
lyze all of the factors delineated in
Georgia-Pacific.
The Court of Appeals the project life in cost-volume-profit
relationships that have a significant
for the Federal Circuit (CAFA) held
impact on the timing and value of
that "Dura has cited nothing which
would limit the district court's discre- cashflows.
One form of DCF analysisexpresses
tion in choosing the analytical
approachto determinethe reasonable the net presentvalue (NPV) of a projroyalty. (The law) does not mandate ect.NPV is the presentvalue of future
how the district court must compute returns, discounted at the marginal
that figure, only that the figure com- cost of capital, minus the present
pensatefor the infringement...Dura's value of the cost of the investment.s
oversimplified argumentthat the spe- The marginal costof capitalis the cost
cial master considered only one of obtaining another dollar of new
capital, and it risesas additional capiGeorgia-Pacific
factor will not withtal is required during a given period,
stand analysis...'17
all elseequal.' Thus,NPV is a tool to
rank investment proposals on their
MODIFIED ANALYTICAL
economic merit, a consideration
APPROACH
absentfrom financial accountingconAlthough the analytical approach ceptsof profit.
Companiesoften consistof subunits
represents a considerable improvement, it still suffers from significant or departments,frequently organized
shortcomings.One that we wish to
addresshere is the comparativeutility of focusing on economic, rather
than accounting conceptsof income
to calculatethe residual.
I suggest that, in certain circumstances,it may be more desirableto
calculatea residual that is based on
discounted cash flows forecastover
the life of the project rather than to
rely upon accounting measures of

Table 1

by product group. Each subunit generates investment proposals for evaluation by senior management.
Competition exists between these
organizational subunits for access to
investment capital. All else equal,
projects affording the greatest level of
risk-adjusted return in excess of the
company's cost of capital may be
expected to receive funding. Thus,
within a diversified company, competition for scarce investment capital
may be presumed to exist; as the company strives to develop a portfolio of
market offerings which will maxiInize
return on invested capital.
Many companies, rather than computing marginal capital on a frequent
basis, establish benchmark "hurdle
rates," which are minimum expected
rates of return a project must achieve
to be considered for acceptance. For
our purposes, we will assume that a
"hurdle rate" relates closely to the
marginal cost of capital, and is used
by companies to assist in the evaluation
of investment
proposals.
Specifically, project cash flows are discounted using the hurdle rate.
Projects shown to be unable to meet
the hurdle rate (where NPV < 0) generally are not considered.
Projects seen to be at least able to
earn the hurdle rate (where NPV > 0)
compete for investment capital under
conditions related in Table 1.
This concept seems consistent with
the existing form of the analytical
approach, i.e., the standard measure
to be offset against the benefit from
infringement is based upon what is
usual or acceptable to the infringer.
For example, where project NPV is
zero, the economic return still meets
the minimum economic threshold to
qualify for funding. As we shall see, a
project may still generate considerable net cash flow at an NPV of zero.

However, the NPV analysis, rather
than accountingprofit, may be more
likely to have beenconsideredby the
infringer in the decisionto acceptthe
investment proposal later alleged to
infringe.
For purposesof determining a reasonableroyalty rate in litigation, it is
not enoughto determinethe net present value of cash flows when discountedat the infringer's hurdle rate:
the royalty measurederived must be
expressed in percentage terms for
ease of circulation by multiplying
againstinfringing sales.Wewill show
that such a measure may easily be
derived within the proposed discountedcashflow paradigm.
ILLUSTRATION OF MODIFIED
ANALYTICAL APPROACH
Table 2 shows the projected cash
flows associated with a product
assumedby managementto have a
five-year life. In year "-I," the year
before the product is availableto the
public, cash flow outlays occur for
researchand development, machinery and equipment, and initial marketing efforts, among other things. In

years 1-5, product is sold and additional outlays are incurred for
machinery and equipment, special
promotional efforts, and selling, general and administrative expenses. In
addition, the after-tax effects of accelerated depreciation are taken into
account. Assuming a marginal cost of
capital (assumed to be equal to the
hurdle rate) of 15%, the (NPV) of project cash flows is approximately
$5,000.
All else being equal, this project
should be accepted because NPV is
greater than zero when cash flows are
discounted at the hurdle rate. We
assume that management is concerned only with the NPV of the project and that the investment decision is
based solely upon forecasted returns
over the life of the project.
DERlVAnON
OF THE REASONABLE ROYALTY RATE PRIOR TO
A D:f(}srME NT

Prior rulings in patent damages
caseshave held that the anticipated
gross profit from infringements be
offsetby overheadexpensesand normal profit to determine the residual

(i.e.the amount availableto pay a reasonable royalty, prior to adjustment
for
nonaccounting
factors).
Presumably,normal profit is based
upon noninfringing market offerings.
However,it may be more sound,both
theoreticallyand methodologically,to
usethe samecashflow forecastfor the
allegedlyinfringing product asa basis
for the determination of the residual
for payment of the reasonableroyalty.
Specifically, a reasonable royalty
may be imputted from the infringer's
forecastby reducing the net present
value of the project to zero. The
amount by which NPV originally
exceedszero may be spreadacrossthe
number of forecastedunits to be sold
until NPV equals zero. The per-unit
amount allocated in this manner is
effectively the reasonableroyalty per
unit. Divided by the selling price, it
becomesthe reasonableroyalty rate.
This ratewould of coursebe subjectto
further adjustmentfor nonaccounting
factors.Table3 adjusts the projection
from Table2 by including an amount
representinga reasonableroyalty.
From Table 3 the royalty rate that
setsthe net presentvalue of the project equal to zero is 18%.At an NPV of

NE~_PRESENT VALUE OF THE PROJECT.
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Table 3
zero, this project satisfies the
infringer's threshold economic profitability measure. In this sense, the
modified analytical approach may
satisfy the spirit of Georgia-Pacificand
TWM v Dura wherein the willing
licensor in the hypothetical negotiation is permitted to make a reasonable
(accounting) profit. However, the
modified analytical approach is not
plagued by the shortcomings of the
existing analytical approach currently
used to determine the residual.
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF mE MODIFIED ANALYrtCALAPPROACH

The general nature of the advantagesprovided by the proposedmodification to the analytical approach
concernthe primacy of financial economics over accounting. Financial
economicsis closelyrelated to capital
budgeting and the relative attractivenessof different investment opportunities, and may be more central to the
concernsof negotiators to a license
than accountingprofit.
Briefly, some of the advantagesof
using the sameDCF-basedprojection
for the infringing deviceto determine

the royalty rate prior to adjustment
are:
. DCF-based methodologies are
more closelyrelatedto capitalbudgeting and investmentdecisionsthan are
financial accountingconceptssuch as
"standardnet profit" as usedin TWM
v Dura, and would therefore be of
greaterinterest and value to persons
negotiatinga hypotheticallicense.
. DCF-basedmethodologies typically encompass incremental revenuesand costs,aswell as time value
of money considerations.Theseconceptsare well establishedin lost profit cases.

.

Financial accounting norms relat-

ing to periodicity, revenue recognition, expenseallocation,and depreciation may be irrelevant to the investment decision,and overemphasison
financial accounting measures may
provide a distorted representationof
a project'seconomicperformance.
The approach used in TWM v
Dura is dependent on ill-defined
financial accounting terms and
requires the industry standard net
profit to be identified. Suchmeanings
and their measurement, are often
highly contestedin litigation."
The defendant's "normal" profit

.

.

reflects the productivity of prior
investmentcapital, and may be unrelated to the specific investment
opportunity for which the investment
in questionwas made.
. The proposed modification provides greater recognition of sunk
costssuch as R&D, initial brand support, and capital investment for
machineryand equipment.
. The proposed modification pr0vides greaterrecognitionof changing
cost-volume-profitrelationshipsover
the life of the project.
. Amounts available for the payment of a reasonableroyalty (prior to
adjustment) may be derived and
expressedon a per unit basis easily
under the modification proposed
herein.
An approachanchoredin financial
economicsplacesgreateremphasison
the timing and value of cash flows
than does an approachbased solely
upon accountingconceptsof income.
Two particular failings of the existing
approachare that it may not properly
take sunk costsinto accountin arriving at "normal" profit and it may not
properly account for changing costvolume-profit relationships over the
life of the project.

Implicit in the methodology
employed in TWM v. Dura was the
assumption that sunk costs do not
matter,or that all other projectsin the
company or in the industry as a
whole face identical levels of sunk
costs across the portfolio of investments.Consumerproduct companies
and heavy goods manufaCturers,for
example,operatein capital intensive
environments, or in markets where
substantialsumsmust be spent either
to establishan emergingbrand or to
support a line extensionof an existing
brand. Thesecostsmay be very material. Deriving anticipatedprofit from
company financial statementswhere
there are multiple divisions or multiple product lines, or where substantial sums were incurred in periods
prior to infringing salesbeing made
may distort the impact of these
expensesand provide lessmeaningful
data regardingthe economicperformanceof the infringing good.
Changing cost-volume-profit relationships over the life of a project
reflect important economic issues,
which financial accountingis not generally designed to shed light upon.
Theseissuesmay include the effects
of competition, learning, product life
cycle,and economiesof scale.In other
words, the anticipatedimpact of competitors' actions, new technology,or
other considerationson the unit sales
volume, prices charged and costs
incurred in the manufaCtureand sale
of the patentedor infringing products
may be more fully understood from
reasonableDCF-basedforecaststhan
from financial accountingmeasures.
Notable potential disadvantagesto
this method include the following:

. A detailed DCF-based forecast
must exist for the infringing product.
The infringer's hurdle rate may be

.

sucl\ that the !.-dual

computed is

inadequate to compensate for the
infringement (as in the caseof many
start-up companiesin emergingtechnology industries).
. The needto determinewhether to
use industry or company-specific
hurdle rates.
It is likely that the selectionof proper hurdle ratesused to determine the
present value of cash flows and to
impute the amount availablefor payment of a reasonableroyalty (prior to
adjustment)would be ashotly litigated as accounting terms and their
measurementare currently.
However, many sophisticatedcompanies rely heavily on DCF-based
forecastsfor project evaluation. The
DCF methodologyis widely accepted
and understoodamongfinancial professionals within and outside of
industry. It is the most rigorous financial management tool available to
measure value of an investment
opportunity at a point in time.
As to the adequacyof compensation
for the infringement, the existing
form of the analytical approachrelies
on an industry standardnet profit or
the infringer's standardof profitability to be offset againstthe profit from
infringement in determining the
residual.Similarly,an industry hurdle
rate might be substitute for the
alleged infringer's customary hurdle
rate in the proposed modification to
arrive at the residual(and may be necessary where the infringer is a new
company or has very few products).
m either case,the residualmay still be
adjusted for nonaccounting factors,
one of which may be the perceived
adequacyof the residual as compensation for the infringement.
The principal challengeswith the
modified analyticalapproach,as with
any projection, relate to the assumptions made C"--'aadn& tM future:

hurdle rate,cashflows, levels of sunk
costs,price-volumerelationships,the
allocation of expenses,and the number of yearsthe project is assumedto
be economically viable. However,
many of theseare challengesany person would face in modeling future
events.
Of course, the modified analytical
approachmay not be applicablein all
instances. Care and reasonableness
must be exercisedin the determination of a reasonableroyalty to ensure
that resultsobtainedare not inconsistent with the conclusions which
might have been reachedby negotiators with the sameinformation.
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